
DENTRx  
 DENTAL LAB

Why DentRx? 
DentRx is a family owned and operated dental lab with 

over 30 years of experience in design and fabrication of 

dental appliances. We provide quick turnaround (3 days 

in lab) and pride ourselves on high quality products and 

personalized customer service. We believe in our products, 

their effectiveness and overall holistic benefit. And we 

believe once you try the DentRx Talon Flexible Nightguard, 

you will not go back to traditional, hard acrylic devices. 

Why Talon? 
Because Talon is the most effective and safest 

material we’ve found after 30 years of dental appliance 

manufacturing. Talon is the perfect material for comfortable 

and reliable nightguards. Talon remains resilient at body 

temperature providing comfort to patients, without being 

too soft. It is BPA free, non-toxic, and there are no harsh 

chemicals such as hardeners and internalized plasticizers. 

It will not harden over time or warp under normal care. 

And even better, its non-toxicity leaves a lighter footprint, 

making it a greener choice in dental appliances. call: 877.436.7113     VisiT: dentrxdental.com

“simply put,  
 dentrx nightguards  
 are the best. My  
 patients love them,  
 and i wear one too.”   
 –Dr. Karen Nakagawa

The benefits 
of a DentRx 
Talon Flexible 
Nightguard 
For The denTisT 

 Ì Guaranteed perfect fit

 Ì Reduced chair time 

 Ì No internal adjustments needed

 Ì No change in chairside technique  
or treatment philosophy 

 Ì Easy to use

 Ì Finishes and polishes like acrylic 

 Ì Uses undercuts for retention 

 Ì 3 day in lab turnaround  

 Ì Patient satisfaction 

For The paTienT 

 Ì Holistic and safe — no leaching of  
harsh chemicals and plastics 

 Ì Comfortable fit, free of  
orthodontic pressure 

 Ì Ideal for patients allergic to acrylic 

 Ì Retains flexibility and clarity 

 Ì Warranty against breakage 

What is a Talon  
Flexible Nightguard? 
The DentRx Flexible Nightguard is a one piece 
nightguard made from Talon, a non-toxic,  
semi-hard thermoplastic that becomes flexible 
when submerged in warm water for 20 seconds. 
This flexibility provides ease of insertion and 
exceptional patient compliance and comfort. 
Once in the mouth the DentRx Talon Flexible 
Nightguard hardens like acrylic but with none  
of the harsh chemicals or hardeners. 


